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PHILOSOPHY
You're busy. We get it.

Our journey started with building a better cheat
sheet for our own leagues. We didn’t have time to
read emails every day, join multiple sites, or do mock
drafts. And we didn’t want to fuss with magazines
and piles of paper during our draft, we just wanted a
single cheat sheet that had all the data we needed.
It didn’t exist, so we built one.
SMARTER: We'll show you what the experts are doing
wrong, giving you new ways to approach your draft.
FASTER: Our patented, matrix cheat sheet makes it 2.5
times faster to pick players on draft night.
STRONGER: We pack everything you need into a single
cheat sheet without making it so tiny you can't use it.

WHAT TO EXPECT
Draft Myths
We'll walk through the top draft myths explaining why
they're wrong and what you should be doing instead.

Pre-Draft
We're going to talk about rankings and projections,
review our version of value-based drafting, tell you what
questions you should ask before selecting a cheat sheet,
and then we'll introduce you to our cheat sheet.
Draft
All the strategy you need to dominate your draft
including player selection, using the draft room to your
advantage, and even some post-draft tips.
In-season
Some basics on weekly starters, waivers, trades,
preparing for the playoffs, and a special section on QB
and WR correlation.
BONUS: Daily Fantasy
We'll give you an introduction to daily fantasy football
providing an overview and discussion of the main
contest types.
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TOP 10

SOON-TO-BE-BUSTED

DRAFT MYTHS
I don’t need a custom cheat sheet.
You need to get a backup QB and TE.
You have to handcuff your number one RB.
Get a second QB for trade bait.
You need to draft a RB first.
QBs get the most points so I need a star QB.
It’s PPR so WR is more important than RB.
I just have to make it into the playoffs.
You need to pay attention to bye weeks.
Never pick a defense or kicker until the last two
rounds.

I DON’T NEED A CUSTOM CHEAT SHEET.

This one comes in a few forms:
1) “I’m happy with free rankings.” Free rankings are
okay, but a projections-based cheat sheet is better.
And a projections-based cheat sheet that can be
customized to your league settings is best.
We’ll explore this more in later chapters, but it’s
amazing the difference roster and scoring settings
can have on player value.
2) “I just use the draft room rankings list.” Draft with a
custom cheat sheet one time and you’ll find that the
draft room list can be wildly different than your
list. Even if the draft room list is generally in an okay
order, there’s another major disadvantage – everyone
has that list! You don’t get any advantage by using
the same list of ranked players that everyone in the
draft room can see and use. In the draft chapter we
have some strategies you can use to exploit the draft
room list.
3) And, my personal favorite, “Hey pal, I know football,
I don’t need anyone to tell me who to pick.” So you
know football, huh? You’ve seen this guy… knows all
the plays, calls out penalties before the flag comes,
and probably even knows the only player to score
four touchdowns in one game at Polk High. A real
Tony Romo, if you will. You’d almost think this guy

was watching a real football game! But we’re not
interested in real football (we are, but you get the
point), we’re interested in fantasy football! There is
math, game theory, and negotiating involved. And
snacks. A good cheat sheet is not just a list of players
but a tool to help you move through the draft. Even
someone with all the football knowledge in the
world needs a tool to help keep track of who has
been picked, who is remaining, where the value gaps
or tiers are, and so on. It doesn’t replace your
knowledge, it enhances it.

YOU NEED TO GET A BACKUP QB AND TE.

Outside of a couple very specific circumstances you
should NEVER draft a backup QB or TE. There are too
many values and sleepers (hidden gems late in the
draft) at RB and WR. Remember Devonta Freeman
and Doug Baldwin a few years ago or Michael
Thomas two years ago or Deebo Samuel last year? I
bet the person who won your league remembers...
But what if your QB gets hurt? There are 32 teams in
the NFL so there are 32 starting QBs. You can
ALWAYS find a suitable replacement on the waiver
wire. You can even grab two new QBs (different than
drafting a backup) and stream them throughout the
year, meaning start one or the other based on their
matchup. QB performance is fairly dependent on
matchups and game flow, there will be plenty of
weeks where one or the other will stand out and give
you a solid score. Some people even go into the draft
planning to draft two lower-end QBs and stream the
entire season. It’s not our preferred method, but it
can be as successful as having one mid-tier QB. So, if
something happens in your draft and you get a really
bad QB you have our permission to draft another and
stream them. The other exception is two-QB
leagues, get at least two studs and try to get
three! Your cheat sheet will adjust to show you the

increased QB value.

YOU HAVE TO HANDCUFF YOUR NUMBER ONE RB.

This is similar to the above myth in that handcuffing
your players (drafting their real-life backup) takes up
a valuable roster spot – a roster spot that can be used
for a high-upside sleeper or more RB or WR depth.
The other problem is you simply don’t know what a
backup RB is going to do if thrust into the starting
position. After all, they’re the backup for a reason!
You’re holding a player on your bench on the offchance that your starter gets hurt. And then you’re
doubling down and hoping if he does get hurt the
backup will be good. You’re just buying insurance
and losing a roster spot is too high a price to pay for
that.
You’re better off taking another value pick. If the
fantasy gods strike down your starting RB, so be it,
you can always trade those value picks you drafted.
There WILL be someone looking for an upgrade and
you’ll be able to make a trade. Handcuffing is playing
to not lose, but... you play to win the game!
If the fantasy gods take down your starting RB, so be
it. They’re out there looking for vengeance. After all,
football is played on Sunday.

GET A SECOND QB FOR TRADE BAIT.

If you can always find a suitable replacement QB on
the waiver wire, then so can everyone else in your
league. It is nearly impossible to trade a QB unless
part of a multi-player, QB for QB trade. If you’re in a
12-team league, 12 QBs are starting and, because
some people don’t like to win fantasy
championships, we’ll say another 6 QBs are sitting on
benches. That’s 18 QBs gone and still 14 remaining –
14 QBs who are throwing every pass in the game.
That’s a lot of volume and a high floor for a player you
can pick up at any point in the season. Let’s contrast
that with the RB position. 32 teams in the NFL and
we’ll say half of those teams have a true workhorse
RB who gets the majority of the carries, with the rest
being in committees or losing significant touches to
a pass-catching complementary back. Half could
even be too generous, but we’ll say 16 RBs get a full
game’s worth of volume compared to 32 QBs. And
since most leagues require you to start at least two
RBs that means there are 24 roster spots available for
only 16 players compared to 12 roster spots available
for 32 QBs! If you want to play the trade bait game,
load up on high-volume starting RBs. If you’re able to
get 3 of the 16 workhorse running backs you’re in a
great spot to either fill your flex every week or trade
one for an upgrade at another position (especially if
the fantasy gods take your top WR).

YOU NEED TO DRAFT A RB FIRST.

To be fair, this one is a bit of a trick. You probably
should take a RB first, but it depends… the real reason
this is a myth is that you shouldn’t enter your draft
with any pre-determined actions. If you have the first
pick you probably are taking a RB but league size,
roster and scoring settings, draft position, and ADP all
come into play. I have a league that starts 3 WRs and
1 RB, meaning in a given week I can start four WRs
and one RB. And it’s only a ten-team league so even
if I’m the last person to get my RB I can still get a
starting-caliber RB. Your draft spot and ADP also play
a big role. If you have the 8th pick in a 12-team
league and six RBs have already been taken you have
a choice between taking the 1st or 2nd ranked WR or
the 7th ranked RB. So what do you do? Your next
pick would be the 17th pick overall. If you know the
ADP says the RBs you rank from 10 to 12 are likely to
be available at 17 then you can take a top WR with
your first pick knowing you can still get a startingcaliber RB with your second pick. You’re not making
a series of independent picks, you’re making a
combination of picks, meaning you need to consider
future picks as well. In this example, let’s say you get
the 2nd best WR and 10th best RB. Had you gone RB
first you’d have the 7th best RB and probably the
7th best WR. Which combination of players would
you rather have? Probably the WR 1st and RB 2nd.

QBS GET THE MOST POINTS SO I NEED A STAR QB.

This is a flawed concept that even experts get wrong
sometimes. In most leagues, position importance is
only skewed slightly one way or the other. For
example, in your league the average RB and WR
scores 20 points each week and the average QB
scores 30 points. Yes, QBs are then responsible for a
larger portion of your overall score, but what really
matters is the individual QB's performance against
other QBs. If your QB scores 30 points and all other
QBs also score 30 points, you’ve gained no advantage
over your opponent and QB is no more important
than any other position. In fact, that scenario would
make QB the least important position! The smaller
the range between top and bottom players in a
position, the less important that position is.
We know in reality not all players will score the same
amount. So if you have a really strange league where
QBs get 12 points for TDs and score around 50 points
on most weeks and other positions score around 20
points, technically, QBs are a tiny bit more important,
but that importance is only realized if your QB is
expected to score, on average, a significantly higher
amount than other QBs. The position isn’t more
important, the player is. More on this later when we
introduce value-based drafting.

IT’S PPR SO WR IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN RB.

And, related to this, and the above myth, it’s 6 points
for a passing TD so I need a star QB.
Both of these myths follow similar logic as the one
above. It doesn’t really matter if WRs get 1 point per
reception or 10 points per reception because, guess
what, all WRs catch passes. Same for QBs; if your QB
gets 6 points for a TD all other QBs in the league also
get 6 points for a TD. You’ve gained no advantage. It’s
all about how the player performs against the
average player. If the WR catches a lot more passes
than other WRs, you amplify the PPR advantage. If
the QB throws more TDs than other QBs you amplify
the 6-pt TD advantage. Let’s look at the WR example
some more. If you know WRs that catch a lot of
passes are able to take more advantage of the PPR
rule, what type of players benefit? Players like slot
receivers who don’t get a lot of yardage but catch a
lot of passes get bumped up in value compared to
other receivers. Players who receive the bulk of their
QBs passes get bumped up in value; think DeAndre
Hopkins in Houston the last few years.
But the type of player that really benefits from PPR?
The pass-catching RB.

We already know that PPR doesn’t really make WR
any more important than RB, we know it’s how your
RB compares to other RBs. And we know all WRs
catch passes (admittedly, some not as well as others)
but not all RBs catch passes.
So in a PPR league if you have a RB that catches a lot
of passes they get a big bump in value. Again, not a
bump in value compared to WRs but a bump in
value compared to other RBs. Think about Christian
McCaffrey last year. You had a starting RB, getting
starting RB yardage, who was also receiving a ton of
passes each game. If you got one point for every pass
he caught, you would have been crushing your
league. In a PPR, Christian McCaffrey was basically
like having the combination of Ezekiel Elliot and
Julian Edelman in one player.
This concept makes pass-catching RBs great targets
in the middle rounds of a PPR draft. These players
will be capable of filling your flex position or bye
weeks and because they get a point for each catch,
they have a solid floor. They probably won’t get you
two TDs and 100 yards, but they probably won’t get
you zero, where a backup RB, third WR, or RB in a
committee would be much more likely to get you a
zero in any given week.

I JUST HAVE TO MAKE IT INTO THE PLAYOFFS.

No, you play to win the game!

Yes, some years you have to claw and scratch your
way into the playoffs. If you’re nearing the playoffs
and you’re on the bubble, you need to do whatever
you can to just get into the playoffs including trading
star players, if necessary. But you shouldn’t adopt this
mentality until absolutely necessary. You don’t play
fantasy football to not lose, you play fantasy football
to win! You can’t go into a draft playing it safe and
you can’t make waiver moves and trades from a
playing-it-safe mindset. Make strong, bold moves
that will propel you to the championship. Sometimes
those moves don’t work out, but neither does playing
with fear. FOMO. Fear of missing out on your bum
player finally starting to score. Fear of missing out on
that backup RB (that you shouldn’t have drafted)
finally getting a chance to start. YOLO > FOMO.

YOU NEED TO PAY ATTENTION TO BYE WEEKS.

There are a couple schools of thought on bye weeks…
1) Ignore them completely! That’s our philosophy. By
the time bye weeks come around things have usually
changed quite a bit, so the player you selected
planning to fill a bye may not be your best option. We
recommend drafting the best players available,
regardless of bye week, then a couple weeks before
your bye look ahead and pick up a player with a good
matchup for the week. This will keep you a week
ahead of everyone else on waivers so you can get the
player you want!
2) Get everyone on the same bye. If you can get your
major star bye weeks at the same time, you’ll
probably lose that week, but you’ll be at full strength
most other weeks and will be playing against people
who likely have someone on bye themselves and
thus have a weaker lineup. This strategy sounds nice,
but is much harder to do in practice!
All that said, don’t worry about bye weeks too much.
Use it as a tie-breaker if choosing between a couple
players, but don’t stress it too much. Plenty of time to
find a replacement! Bye weeks are a good time to
start offering 2 for 1 trades where you can upgrade a
player and open up a roster spot to fill your bye.

DON'T PICK A DEF OR K UNTIL THE LAST TWO ROUNDS.

We’ve all participated in clowning the first person to
draft a K or DEF, but maybe we’re the clowns…
The standard wisdom is don’t draft a DEF or K until
the last two rounds, but are there exceptions to this
rule? After all, a fantasy point is a fantasy point is a
fantasy point whether it comes from a RB or a WR or
a K. As we’ve hinted at, and you’ll see more later, we
don’t care how many points a player scores, we only
care how many more points he scores than the
average player. Put another way, if your RB scores 2
points more than your opponent’s RB and your K
scores 2 points more than your opponent’s K then
your RB and K are equally valuable (that week).
The traditional advice regarding DEF and K is based
around the idea that, while top defenses and kickers
are valuable, it’s difficult to predict who the top ones
will be. But is that really true? We can be reasonably
confident that Christian McCaffrey will finish near the
top of the RB list and Michael Thomas will finish near
the top of WR list, but how confident can we be that
Justin Tucker or Harrison Butker or Will Lutz will finish
near the top of the kicker rankings?

Let’s look at Stephen Gostkowski’s results from 2009
to 2015 and see where his final rank among kickers
was.

So what does this tell us? That person who reached
to draft Stephen Gostkowski might not be a clown
after all… depending on how far they reached. Pretty
impressive. Outside of finishing 13th in 2010,
Gostkowski finished as the 1st or 2nd best kicker 6
out of 7 years! But what about 2016? Well, he fell to
9th. But 6 out of 8 is still pretty good! After four years
as the top K, I’d say we can forgive a lowly 9th place
finish. After all, plenty of RBs and WRs fall off after a
good year as well. After Gostkowski, the next few K
spots showed some consistency, but not nearly as
much, then it declined pretty rapidly.
There are a lot of other factors to consider like weekto-week consistency, upside potential, points for long
field goals, and on and on, but we can generally say
that we would advocate “reaching” for a top K or DEF
if one critical condition exists… you believe the other
players you want to draft will still be available for your
last two picks.

For example, if you want two rookies as your sleepers,
you can probably get them in the last two rounds. If
you believe that to be true (as evidenced by ADP
data) then you might as well grab a top K or DEF a
couple rounds early because you can still get your
sleepers later. If you’re weak at a position, though, like
RB or WR, don’t play around! Keep grabbing bench
depth with high upside, because if one of those
players hits (Doug Baldwin or Devonta Freeman a few
years ago or Will Fuller two years ago) that player’s
value will more than trump the top K’s value. If you’re
confident in your starting RB and WR though, feel
free to jump up a round or two and draft a K or DEF
that you feel strongly about. After all, value comes
from getting the top players at a position, even if that
position is K or DEF.
Specific to defense, team’s lose players and coaches
each year. Talent changes and scheme changes can
make last year’s top defense fall to the bottom and
can make some bottom defenses surprise this year. It
makes sense, but what if you were forced to rank
them? When you look at consensus rankings you can
generally see the same teams near the top of the
defense rankings. Sure, some may bust, but the
majority of the time the top five or top ten ranked
defenses won’t let you down. You know else busts
sometimes - 1st and 2nd round RBs and WRs.
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RANKINGS &
PROJECTIONS
There are numerous free and paid sites that
provide rankings and projections. Find one
you trust, even if it's not ours. Some tips:
Rankings are good, projections are better.
Consensus rankings and projections tend to
outperform individual rankings and projections.
Find rankings and projections that match your
league type: PPR, standard, 2-QB, return yards, etc.
Use tiers or overall rankings to understand how
players compare to other positions.

CHEAT SHEETS
You MUST use a cheat sheet that can be
customized to your league settings. If you show up
to your draft with a generic list of players you're
already behind. When evaluating a cheat sheet ask
yourself the following:
Is this just a list of players or will this help me find
value during my draft?
Does it incorporate Average Draft Position (ADP)?
Does it help me plan several picks in advance?
Will it be easy (and fast) to use during my draft?
Does it help me plan strategies before the draft?
Does it use value-based drafting (see next page) or
is it points based?

VALUE-BASED
DRAFTING
Not all fantasy points are created equal.
If you get to choose between a QB who is projected
to score 300 points and a RB who is projected to
score 300 points, who do you pick?
Well, it depends on what the other players at the
position are projected to score. That's the idea
behind value-based drafting. It gives you a way to
fairly compare players at different positions.
So, in the above case, if the QB is projected to score
50 points higher than other QBs but the RB is only
expected to score 40 points higher than other RBs,
then the QB is actually more valuable to you, even
though they’re both projected to score 300 points.

VALUE-BASED
DRAFTING
Traditional value-based drafting uses the value-overreplacement concept, meaning it compares a
player’s projected fantasy points to the projected
fantasy points of the first player not being drafted as
a starter. That’s a good (and arbitrary) way to rank
players at a certain position, but it doesn’t really help
your draft strategy.
Do you really care what that replacement player is
projected to do?
It doesn’t matter whether Aaron Rodgers is
projected to score 300 points more than the
replacement player or whether he’s projected to
score 50 points more than the replacement
player because you are not playing against a team
full of replacement players! Over the course of the
season, you are playing against a team full of the
average starters at each position! We only care
how Aaron Rodgers is expected to perform against
the average starting QB. If each of your players
outscores the average starter more often than not
you’re going to come out ahead of your opponent
and will find yourself in the fantasy playoffs.

MOCK DRAFTS
Not many things can produce a road-rage inducing
fury quite like a mock draft.
Someone picks a kicker in the second round or bids
$110 for Josh Gordon. Half the people leave after the
first few rounds are complete. Mock drafts are nearly
worthless - with one exception. You should do ONE
mock draft to familiarize yourself with your league's
draft room before your actual draft.
So if mock drafts are worthless how do you prepare?
Use a cheat sheet that incorporates ADP results. You
get thousands of data points, rather than a single
mock draft and can get a good sense of where
people are selecting players. This is even better
when paired with our innovative draft pick overlays
that can only be found in our patented, matrix cheat
sheet!

Fantasy Football Blueprint's
Matrix Cheat Sheet
Is

2 . 5
T I M E S
F A S T E R

WHAT IS IT?
No magazines, no draft software, no piles
of paper; just a cheat sheet and a pen.
You get overall rankings, position
rankings, tiers, ADP, value vs ADP, and draft position
overlays.
Our patented, matrix format means you get
all that in one cheat sheet and you don’t even need
a magnifying glass!

ISN'T IT TIME YOUR
CHEAT SHEET ACTUALLY
GIVES YOU AN ADVANTAGE?

Ranks players from top-to-bottom overall
and sorts into position columns to create visible tiers.
Draft-position overlays to show where your draft spots
will be. Switch positions with the click of a button.

Compares custom rank to ADP so you can see who is
expected to be available for your next pick.

The more green a player is the more likely they'll be
there at that draft spot; the more red a player is the
less likely they'll be available. Looking at 2019 above:
Ezekiel Elliott had ADP of 4 but rank of 9 – not a
target for us.
Michael Thomas had ADP of 14 but rank of 7 – great
target for us.
Eliminates the need to mock draft! Plan
for every possible strategy; easy to adjust on the fly.
Let's see it in action with our cheat sheet speed test!

Using the cheat sheet above, how quickly can you
name the second-ranked TE?
Traditional cheat sheets (above) rank all players from
top-to-bottom or rank players in individual position
groups.
Fantasy Football Blueprint's value-over-average
concept allows us to create a custom Blueprint
Score. This score means we can create a cheat sheet
that ranks all players from top-to-bottom while also
sorting players left-to-right into position groups.
The result is a powerful visual tool that is 2.5 times
faster to use than traditional cheat sheets.
Ready to try it on our patented, matrix cheat sheet?

Using the cheat sheet above, how quickly can you
name the second-ranked TE?
I bet you did it a lot faster using the cheat sheet
above! And that was with no time pressure –
imagine the difference on draft night!
That’s the basic idea of our matrix cheat sheet. You
"see" the rankings, so you’re able to process them
much faster than a normal rankings list. No more
frantically scrolling through the player list as the
draft clock is ticking down to zero!
Think about your cheat sheet... Do you READ your
rankings or do you SEE your rankings?

CUSTOMIZABLE
Speed is important, but what about the other things
you should look for in a cheat sheet?
The matrix cheat sheet is customizable to your
league settings - PPR, standard, 1/2 point PPR, return
yards, 2-QB, auction, bonus points, 2-flex, and more!
Customizing for Different Roster Requirements
We mentioned 2-QB and 2-flex leagues, but other
roster settings are critical also! Most cheat sheets can
you give you points depending on PPR or Standard,
but our custom Blueprint Score can truly show you
the impact of different roster requirements.
How important is this? Let's look at what happens to
the top 12 players depending on the number of WRs
and RBs you can start.

Starting 2 RB and 3 WR

Starting 3 RB and 2 WR

Look at the difference just from changing the
number of starters! Those are two pretty common
league setups. Imagine if your cheat sheet is only
focused on PPR or Standard - your rankings could
be way off! Now imagine the advantage if you
knew this and no one else in your league did!

MOCK DRAFT?NOPE.
Never mock draft again. Think of the time savings!
We provide up-to-date ADP data so you can easily
see who is a value and who is a reach. When paired
with our innovative draft pick overlays you can plan
a strategy for every possible draft scenario. It would
take hours and hours of frustrating mock drafts to
do this.
**Do one mock draft to ensure your computer is up
to date and you're familiar with the draft room practice moving between the player list and the
roster board, practice opening up other team
rosters, practice putting players in your queue, see
what happens when you run out of time, do you get
alerts, does it take the top player from queue or the
top player from the rankings list?

Let's look at a non-mock-draft scenario.
Analysis on next page.

The yellow draft pick overlays highlight where all your
picks will be. If you want to see how another draft spot
looks, you can change it with one click.
How do you use it? The screenshot above is for the
fourth draft position in the 1st and 2nd round. Let's say
you're deciding between RB and WR with your first pick
- a very common dilemma! You can select Jamaal
Charles hoping Randall Cobb will be there for your 2nd
pick. Or you see that there should be several RBs
available for your 2nd pick, so you take Demaryius
Thomas with your 1st pick ensuring you get a top WR
and a top RB. But there's a catch...

So what's the catch? You see the red circles above?
This is where ADP comes into play.
The -2.7 next to Jamaal Charles means, on average,
people are drafting him 2.7 spots higher than you
value him, so he likely won't be available when it's
your turn to draft! That makes the decision much
easier! You see a 3.8 next to Demaryius Thomas so
you know there is a good chance he will be available
and then you can target Justin Forsett with your 2nd
pick (or Matt Forte if you're lucky, but you can tell by
the -4.8 that he probably won't be there).
But forget all the numbers - if the player is green
he's likely to be available, if the player is red he'll
probably be taken already.

BONUS MYTH:
THE ONE-PAGE CHEAT SHEET

One-page cheat sheets come in the form of overall
rankings and position rankings. But guess what, most
people use both, awkwardly flipping between the
two sheets during the draft.
Our matrix cheat sheet brings the overall rankings
and the position rankings into one tool. It's still
multiple pages when printed but doesn't require the
constant flipping back and forth.
Greater ease of use.
Less info on one sheet, but more value per sheet.
One cheat sheet > two, one-page cheat sheets.

TF A R D

DRAFT SPOTS
You typically won't find out your draft spot until 30
minutes before your actual draft. Instead of stressing
over where you'll be picking, just focus on remaining
flexible.
By using our draft pick overlays, you can get a rough
idea of what you'd do from each draft spot. Look at
the draft pick overlays for your first three or four
picks and think about what you would do if you
selected a WR first or a RB first. You can get a sense
of whether it's better to go WR, WR or RB, WR, etc.
You don't need to remember all these scenarios the purpose is to go through the motions just like in
your real draft. Practicing this for a number of
scenarios will ensure you can adapt quickly during
your actual draft and make the decision that
optimizes your total team value.
Be flexible and look for value and you can "win" your
draft from any position!
BONUS: Our favorite draft spot is 8 in a 12-team
league. The closer together your draft spots are the
easier it is to plan your next picks. And the draft pick
overlays are there to help if your picks are far apart.

DRAFT FOR VALUE
You can't win your league during your draft, but you
can lose it.
Locking yourself into a plan and reaching for players
is a recipe for disaster. You spent time practicing
with the draft pick overlays so you could adapt
during the draft. Don't pass a top-ranked WR just
because you think you need a 2nd RB or you haven't
filled your TE spot yet.
Use the green and red indicators!
The more "green" a player is the higher you rank him
compared to other people. So if you rank a player as a
2nd rounder, but his ADP is in the third round, that
means you're getting good value! Remember, you're
using custom rankings not a generic cheat sheet.
While your opponents are chasing "red" players that
shouldn't be ranked as high as they are, you'll be filling
your team with value players!

CHASING POSITIONS
If there is a run at a position (and there will be) don't
feel like you have to chase it. If you chase it, you'll
just end up last at each position. Instead, go after
value at another position. You'll gain a big
advantage by zigging when other people zag.

DRAFTING QB
We talked in our myths section about the constant
availability of a starting QB and the weekly variance
driven by matchup, game plan, etc. It's generally best
to wait on drafting a QB. You'd be surprised how late
you can wait to draft a QB and still get one that you're
pretty happy with.

QB AND TE
EXCEPTIONS
If something happens and you get an unusually bad QB
it's okay to draft another one and plan to stream them
throughout the season. Maybe one will surprise; maybe
a QB on the waiver wire will surprise. When you have
Aaron Rodgers and he's not performing well, you're
stuck. But when you have two bad QBs you won't
hesitate to add and drop them each week depending
on the matchups.
Until last year, TE was a very top-heavy position. If you
didn't get a top-two TE you might as well have gotten
the worst TE. But it's leveling out. You should still try to
get a top half TE, but if you don't and you get a really
low one, it's okay to draft another to see if one of them
will surprise in the early weeks of the season. Don't hold
two of them for very long though.

OPPORTUNITY
Opportunity is your friend, you want RBs that get the
bulk of the work and aren’t stuck in a timeshare, you
want WRs that see the field a lot, and you want
sleepers who have a chance to get a lot of
opportunity,
You'll see a lot of analysis on the poor performance of
rookie WRs but if you have a rookie WR that is
expected to start from week one they can be a big
value in the later rounds of the draft. Think Deebo
Samuel and Marquise Brown last year. There are a ton
of good rookie WRs this year, you can be sure a few of
them will provide enough value to be drafted in the
mid to late rounds. BONUS: If you're in a keeper
league, these late round rookie WRs make great
keepers in their second year.

AND UPSIDE
You want players who have a chance to get into your
starting lineup if they break out. Do you need a middleof-the-road veteran as your fifth WR? No, they’ll
probably never crack your starting lineup anyway,
instead take a flier on someone with more upside.
Maybe some of those rookie WRs we talked about,
maybe a RB in a battle for the starting position, maybe
a speedy, but raw WR.

GET YOUR GUY
Get the player you want, don’t wait too long. If you
don’t love any of the top available players it’s okay to
reach on someone you want rather than missing out
on him. Maybe a mid-round value. Maybe your top
sleeper. It’s your team... you’ve got to be happy with
the players you pick, if we rank someone 67 and the
guy you like is ranked 70, take your guy.

DIVERSIFY
If you’re in multiple leagues, spread your player
coverage around a bit. If you have the first pick in two
leagues and you're torn between Christian McCaffrey
and Saquon Barkley, take one in each. That's obviously
a rare example, but you'll have these types of decisions
throughout your draft, especially with sleepers.
You may have identified four or five WR sleepers that
you like. You won't be able to draft them all, so if you're
in multiple leagues spread them out. It also spreads out
your risk if some of your picks bust and gives you
greater chance to hit on an upside player in one of your
leagues.

DRAFT TIME
Most draft rooms opens a half hour or hour early. Join
the draft room immediately, set your draft position on
your cheat sheet, and print it out. If you don't have
time to do this, go crazy, print a cheat sheet for every
possible draft position sometime earlier in the day.
Spend this time preparing. Use the draft pick overlays
to run through a few scenarios. What if you go RB, WR
or RB, RB... try to make a general plan for your first four
or five picks. The better you prepare the better you'll
be able to adjust during the draft.
**Most sites have a computer functionality test that you
can do before the draft room opens. Log in early and
do that test. You don't want to get to the draft and
realize your computer is out of date. And have a plan
for your computer messing up, your internet going out,
etc. Test the draft room on your phone as well. Can you
be logged into both at the same time? Do you get
kicked out of one?

KNOW THE RULES
Before the draft, review your league rules one last time,
especially if you’ve been in a league for a while. Don't
rely on your memory, take a look and refresh yourself.
You never know, you may have a commish that sneaks
in rule changes (we’ve seen it happen!)

USING CHEAT SHEET
Whether you use our cheat sheet or another one, bring
two or three different colors of pen or marker with you.
Make a green dot next to player names you want to
target so they'll jump out at you as you move through
the draft. As players are drafted cross them off the list
with a black pen. And circle the players you draft with
a blue pen. The draft moves quickly, at some point,
you'll lose track of someone you drafted. With the blue
circles it's pretty easy to look back to your earlier picks.
Have an idea how many players at each position you
want to get (basically do you want more RBs or WRs
on your bench because you're Blueprint people you
won't be getting more than one of the other positions).
Depending on your league of course, we prefer to go
heavy on WRs late to maximize our chance at finding
a high-upside sleeper. We sometimes end up with only
4 RBs and as many as 8 WRs!

DRAFT ROOM LIST
Your cheat sheet will tell you who to draft and you
already know to incorporate ADP to tell you when to
draft that player. But you can also exploit the draft
room player rankings. During the draft, look where
players are on the draft room list; if you have two
sleepers you want and one is ranked 60 in the draft
room and one is ranked 90, go after the player ranked
60 first.
Psychologically, people get locked into the player
names that are visible above the scroll and tend to
forget that there is a whole other pool of players if you
just scroll down a little farther. If you’ve got a target
sleeper who is still below the scroll near the end of
your draft, as we alluded to in the myths, this is a great
opportunity to "reach" for a DEF or K because there is a
very strong chance your sleeper will still be there. This
is an especially good tactic if you still have a few
sleepers you'd be happy with. You'll definitely get one
of them.
As you get near the end of your draft, and even in the
earlier rounds, it's sometimes helpful to filter the draft
room player list by position. This will help you find
players to add to your queue for later rounds. And is a
good way to check to see if a player is still available, if
you lost track on your cheat sheet.

OTHER TEAMS
Use the player grid to see how many of each position
the other teams have already drafted. If your site
doesn't have a grid, just look through the individual
team rosters.
As it's approaching your turn, you can get a pretty
good idea of what position the teams in front of you
will draft, allowing you to be more prepared for your
pick. This is especially helpful if you're drafting near the
turn and there are only one or two people between
you and your next pick. The QB you want may be the
top player on the draft room list, but you know the two
people drafting before your next pick both have a QB,
so you decide to grab another RB or WR now and then
get your QB on the turn. If you weren't keeping track of
this, you would have drafted the QB, then it's very likely
one of the two other teams would have drafted the RB
or WR you wanted. We call that a 2 for 1 pick - you
were able to get two players you wanted, instead
of just one, simply by paying attention.
This is also important toward the end of your draft
when you're choosing between WR or RB sleepers. See
how many of each have been chosen already. Some
people have been incorrectly taught you need a lot of
RB depth, but we know better. It doesn't really help to
have extra RBs that have zero potential. You want as
many of the workhorse RBs you can get, then load up
on WR depth.

DRAFT QUEUE
Use the draft queue to stay ahead of the clock. Before
your next pick (especially if you have a few other
people drafting before it gets back to you) put two or
three players in your queue. When it gets to your turn
you'll have your pick already queued up and can use
your draft time however you want (more on that next).
Especially in the later rounds when you’re targeting
sleepers, put 6 or 7 guys that you want in the queue,
Some will be removed as others pick them, but if
you’re in pinch for time at the end, the draft room will
automatically pick the top player in your queue, saving
you from getting the top player in the pre-draft
rankings - a player who might still be available for a
reason and you don’t want to be stuck with them. Or,
worse, stuck with another QB or TE or a second K or
DEF!
Even if you haven't pre-loaded your queue before your
pick, when it's your turn, put a player you want in your
queue in case you run out of time. Even the best
drafters sometimes find the clock ticking down to zero
and are forced to make a rushed pick. Adding to your
queue when the clock first starts will keep you from
making a panicked pick.

DRAFT CLOCK
Manage your clock based on YOUR needs… with the
matrix cheat sheet you’re going to be planning a pick
or two in advance so when it’s your turn you’ll usually
be ready to make your pick. It’s a nice feeling to know
you can sit there for 90 seconds if you want - you can
use that time to plan for your next pick, assess the
draft board, other team needs, etc.
Or, if you want to keep the pressure on your
opponents, and you don’t need the extra time, smash
that submit button and grab your player. No one will
be as ready for the draft as you and by pushing the
pace you'll force your opponents into the same
panicked decisions you're going to be avoiding.

AUTO DRAFT
If you have to miss your draft and are forced to auto
draft, go into the league site and customize your
rankings first. It's worth the time and will ensure you
still get the advantage of your custom rankings. Leave
the top 12 or 16 QBs, TEs, DEFs, and Ks in your rankings
and move the rest to the bottom.
If you have to leave your draft early and finish on auto
draft, make sure you’ve loaded your queue with players
you want before you leave. If you don’t, you’ll end up
with an extra defense, maybe two kickers, and all sorts
of other players you don’t want.

DRAFTING FOR IR
If your league allows for an IR spot, draft a high-upside
player who is currently injured. As soon as the draft is
over you can move them to IR and then pick up an
undrafted sleeper you had your eye on. When the
player returns you've got a tremendous value. Think AJ
Green this year.

GET AN EXTRA PICK
This is an underrated and fairly unknown tactic. Some
leagues require you to get a player at each position, but
some don't (Yahoo doesn't, NFL doesn't, ESPN does).
If you missed out on the top DEFs and Ks just don't
draft one. Instead, you can draft another high-upside
sleeper or someone who is locked into a pre-season
position battle.
If you're drafting a few days before the season starts, not
a lot of advantage to this, but if you're drafting more
than a week before the season starts you get extra time
to see how your players develop. Maybe you would have
gotten the 11th best K on draft night and now you pick
up the 13th best K off free agency. No big deal.

STAY FOCUSED
Drafts are fun. Whether in-person or online they are full
of trash talk and drama and excitement. But don't get
carried away. Let others drink too much. Let others be
nonchalant about the draft. You can play the part, but
underneath you'll be taking the draft much more
seriously than others.
All the tips we've talked about here take focus. Is it
easier to just go right down a traditional cheat sheet
making picks? Sure. Thinking about ADP, planning
ahead, monitoring other team rosters, managing your
queue... all these things take work. You have to be
purposeful about doing these things. It takes work to
take advantage of those 2-for-1 pick opportunities. It
takes work to know which players you have to pick
now and which players you can wait on. It's work, but
it's the key to maximizing value in your draft.

HAVE FUN
You won’t find draft software or optimizers on our site.
The draft is the best part of the season and we want you
to enjoy it. Stay focused and do your best, but have fun.
Grab our patented, matrix cheat sheet and you’ll have a
stress-free draft and will pack your roster with leaguewinning value and upside!

BONUS: POST DRAFT
FREE AGENCY
Did your draft not go exactly like you wanted? Did you
click on the wrong player and miss your sleeper?
Immediately after the draft, check the waiver wire.
Some leagues will allow undrafted players to stay free
agents, meaning you can immediately start rebuilding
your roster.

DRAFT GRADE
Ignore your draft grade! These auto-generated draft
grades seem to be getting better in recent years, but
there is a common refrain that if your draft grade is a C
then you're actually going to win your league!
Instead of paying attention to the draft grade that
might penalize you for not having backups and is
judging you based on draft room rankings, you should
refer back to your cheat sheet and count your bluecircled players. You'll quickly see that, for example, in
the first six rounds you drafted six players that you had
ranked in the top four rounds. You'll see this trending
throughout your draft and that's how you know
maximized value.

NOSAES-NI

WEEKLY STARTERS
This one is pretty easy. Don't overthink it, trust your
weekly rankings and projections. If people are close
though, start your guy. As with drafting, you have to
be happy with your team. Maybe you're the lone
Chargers fan out there, you know better than we do.

WAIVERS
If you have a rolling waiver priority list make sure you
pay attention to it - don't waste a waiver pickup on a
player you can get during free agency. While other
people are picking up average players, you'll be
moving up the priority list so when that can't-miss
player hits the waiver-wire you'll be at the top of the
list.
Stay a week ahead of waivers and pick up your byeweek fill-ins early. You'll get better selection and
won't have to waste a waiver.

TRADES
The same people that let you get all the value picks
during the draft are the same one's you're trading
with. Remember, they probably don't understand the
true value of the players. Take advantage of this! You
can create a win-win trade because the other person
may be incorrectly over-valuing your player.

NAKED TOM BRADY
In Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) there is a concept
called ‘stacking’. It originated in baseball, when DFS
players would get as many real players from the
same team as possible. The thought is that when a
team does well, it’s likely because several of its
individual players did well. Makes sense. In large DFS
tournaments you need to find as much upside as
possible, so you look for correlations like these.
The concept then carried over to DFS football. While
you typically don’t stack an entire team, it makes
sense that if a QB has a good game, it’s likely that
one or two of his receivers will have a really good
game as well. After all, someone must be on the
receiving end of QB points. But there is another,
sometimes ignored, scenario… what about when a
QB has so many weapons you can’t possibly
determine who is going to benefit the most? If the
QB has a really strong game, but spreads the ball
around, like Tom Brady, his receivers may end up
with a bunch of good, but not great games. When
we use a QB without using any of his WRs, we call
this taking the QB “naked”. There are other
correlations and anti-correlations and contrarian
correlations and on and on, but this isn’t a DFS book.
So how can we use this concept in our season-long
fantasy leagues? Should we use this concept at all?

When you pair a QB with his WR (or multiple WRs)
there a few main scenarios:
They all have great games and you crush your
opponent.
They all have mediocre or normal games and
you do just as well as you would have if you had
started different players.
They all have terrible games and you get crushed
by your opponent.
Because you have multiple players whose points are
dependent on one another, you’re susceptible to
more variance. You typically either win big, together,
or lose big, together. So when does this strategy
work best? Or, put another way, when do you need
the most variance? Let’s pretend it’s the end of the
season, you have a must-win game, and you’re
projected to lose to your opponent by ten points.
This would be a great time to start a QB and WR
from the same team. It’s not always feasible in
season-long fantasy leagues, but you get the idea.
Similarly, if you’re projected to win by ten points, you
may not want to expose your lineup to negative
variance and risk having both your players perform
poorly. It may be safer for you to not pair your QB
and WR.
You can also use this concept to block (or minimize)
your opponent's good game. If your opponent has a
QB you can start his WR, hoping that WR gets the
majority of the catches. For every 25 yards the QB
gets 1 point, but the WR gets 2.5 points.

PLAYOFFS?
Why are we talking about the playoffs before the
draft? Are you kidding me??
Don't worry about things like strength of playoff
schedule during your draft and who may or may not
be playing in Week 16. But, as the season goes along,
particularly if there is a good chance that you'll be a
top seed, start shifting your focus toward the
playoffs. This is the time to look at matchups during
the playoff weeks and do things like pick up a
second defense. If you have a value player who has a
bad playoff schedule see if you can trade him to
someone who needs him now for someone who can
help you more during the playoffs.
Look at waiver priorities in the playoffs - if you don't
need anyone, take who your opponent might need.

YSATNAF YLIAD

OVERVIEW
Have you entered the world of daily fantasy leagues
yet? Start playing today and get the excitement of
championship Sunday every day!
Every day you can enter daily fantasy leagues
against new people. They’re easy to join, easy to play,
safe and secure, and a TON of fun! You can enter for
as little as $1 and can play for thousands of dollars in
prizes! There are even some FREE contests!
How It Works
Just like finding as many above average players as
possible in a regular league, the goal in daily fantasy
leagues is to find as much value as possible for as
small a price as possible. You get a fixed budget and
you can select any players you want, as long as their
total cost is less than the budget.
You can pick any type of team you want in daily
fantasy leagues – you can get all stud RBs and
choose cheaper WRs or pair a QB with all his WRs.
You can even start your favorite player every week!
There are two main contest types: Cash and
Tournaments.

CASH
Head-to-head. This contest is just like it sounds. You
make a lineup and play against one other person
who has made a lineup. Best lineup wins!
This is the safest type of contest you can play in. You
need to win about 55% of these contests to break
even. Generally, you look for safe, consistent players
for these lineups.
50/50 and Double-Up leagues require similar
lineups as Head-to-Heads but there are more
people playing. There may be 10, 50, 100 or more
people playing. If your lineup finishes in the top 50%
or 60% you win money.

TOURNAMENTS
If Head-to-Head contests are like grinding in poker,
Tournaments are like the lottery! There is a great
deal of strategy and game theory involved, but it still
requires a lot of things to work in your favor. They are
incredibly fun to play, but be careful not to spend
more than you can afford to lose as they're very
difficult to win. Tournament lineups require high
upside players who may not be very consistent but
have potential to be the highest scoring players at
their respective positions in any given week.

GOOD LUCK THIS YEAR!
VISIT US AT
www.fantasyfootballblueprint.com

PATENTED, MATRIX CHEAT SHEET
SEASON-LONG CONTENT
ADVANCED DAILY FANTASY ANALYSIS

